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ABSTRACT: - Tumor growth or, growth of cancerous cells is a big challenge in today’s medical word. When dealing with human life, the detection of tumors through computers has to be highly accurate. Thus we require the assistance of computer in medical examinations, so that we will get very low rate of false cases. Brain tumor, in today’s world, is seen as most threatening and life taking disease. In order to detect brain tumor more accurately in lesser time, many techniques have already been proposed using image segmentation and edge detection. In our paper we propose a technique which is more efficient to detect brain tumor where edge detection through cellular automata have been used from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan images. It processes these images, and determines the area affected by using segmentation and edge detection with cellular automata. Simulated work is completed with the help of Simulink in MATLAB. Regarding this particular topic there are many studies, however our proposal of combination of both segmentation and edge detection through cellular automata shows better results as compared to combining segmentation with classical edge detection in term of computation time and clarity. This will help in efficiency of detecting brain tumor and later in its removal.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Human body is made up of cells. Each cell in a human body has its own particular function. A cell in particular order for correct functioning of body. Tumor (a mass of excessive tissue) is the result of unwanted rapid growth of cells, creating a dire situation for a person. In medical world, the innovation of Imaging technology helped surgeons in visualizing the parts into the body for precise and exact diagnosis. It provided a way for the surgeons to create surgeries into the body precisely while not cutting and opening excessive amount of the body. MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) gave better results than X-Ray imaging, as an MRI shows a person’s interior body portions in 3D. Here, we can make use of Image processing algorithms, to make it easy for doctors to analyse the symptoms of patients, because the pictures generated by using MRI are further enhanced using image processing. Concept of Cellular automata was discovered in early 1940’s by John V. Neumann and Stanislaw Ulam.

J. V. Neumann gave the concept of universality in cellular automaton. According to his description of CA, each cell has/represents a state-space of twenty-nine states, and it can execute every possible computable operation. Many researchers have used cellular automata (CA) since 1940s. Cellular automata is used in many fields like the models having biological perspective, cryptography, simulation, language recognition, image processing, computer architecture and many such and other fields.

In last ten years, researchers have done much work in the field of CA with respect to edge detection in an acquired image. In Edge detection, agents used are local and hence the edge maps which are obtained as an output image can be fragmented, as the edges in the input image will not be always locally distinct. Image pixels in an image define an edge. If the intensity of an image changes abruptly, it gives rise to an edge. An edge pixel occurs due to change in the intensity of picture pixel.

II. EDGE DETECTION

It is the process of identifying and finding sharp discontinuities in a picture. The pixels which are at the boundary of an image show abrupt changes between them, giving rise to discontinuity. The classical edge detection methods are sensitive to giant gradients within the image and returned zero in those regions of an image which are uniform.

III. RELEVANT WORK

In edge detection many methods have been given by the researchers over few decades. Each one of those methods has its own advantages and disadvantages. Much of the work has been done in this field and it has been beneficial in so many applications like image recognition, enhancement, morphing of an image, image compression etc. Zubair Jeelani et al.[1] proposed an algorithm for detection and removal of noise in an image. FaselQadir et al. [2] has proposed the classification of three edge detection rules such as no-edge, sturdy edge and weak edge detection through thorough investigation of linear rules used in CA. The results shown, by comparing it with various other already given techniques, were fascinating with regards to its performance. Shohei Sato et al. [3] proposed the cellular automata based edge detecting technique which was more efficient than it previous techniques.
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KhadijehMirzaei et al. [4] has used fuzzy CA and proposed a method for edge detection and noise elimination in an image. The algorithm proposed works on images with salt and pepper noise thus eliminating it and takes gray-level image and detects edges.

Parwinder Kaur Dhillon [5] again used CA for edge detection in an image, dividing image in edge-pixels and non edge-pixels. The algorithm proposed is more efficient, and gives values to the edges based on the already acquired division of pixels.

Haralick[10] proposed second directional spinoff edge detector. It is considered a hybrid of testing technique which uses applied math and differentiation technique, that results in higher performance during a noisy setting of an environment.

There always appears a problem in proposing an edge detection algorithm because of noise, external interference, some of the most needed edges are missing, edge detection can be false sometimes etc. As already proposed by FaselQadir et al. [2] we classify the linear rules of CA which will be used for edge detection. Our idea is modern and efficient because in our algorithm we add a periodic boundary to the image so that the edges will be more clear in difficult images. After doing a comparative study, our algorithm is more efficient than its previous one.

IV. CELLULAR AUTOMATA

4.1:- Edge Detection using Cellular Automata:-

We can apply rules (1D and 2D) on images based on their dimension for edge detection, but in our algorithm we use two-dimensional CA. In edge detection there are many steps involved and it is shown in figure below.

After setting the neighbouring cells we apply Cellular automata rule 124, where the state of a cell is dependent upon its neighbourhood cells, and its present state. The set of states in our algorithm is represented by S.

S = {0, 1}. Dead cell=0, Alive cell=1.

A is a set of position of neighbour cells, the new state of this cell is computed by 

\[ \text{New cell state} = (a_{\text{max}} A = 9\{9*1\} \text{ and } \text{sum A} = 0\{0*1\}) \]

4.3.2:- CA Rules applied here:-

Rules to detect brain tumor by applying edge detection with CA requires few steps. We need a rule which will prove to be efficient for edge detection in images, this has been done by applying Wolfram’s rule no. 124. We have applied it for many images and the output was quite efficient and accurate.

Numbers of Decision rules are taken as:

Total no. of states=2, if the value is “0” the cell is considered as dead, for the value of “1” the cell is considered as live.

Total no. of neighbours =10, alive cells are from 0 to 9.

4.5:- Simulator Design:

MATLAB stands for Matrix Laboratory, used for scientific computations and is a high-level computing language and interactive surroundings for algorithmic rule development, knowledge visualisation, knowledge analysis, and numerical computation. Using MATLAB 7.10.0, varied technical computing issues are often solved quicker than with ancient programming languages, such as C, C++, and FORTRAN.

Following figures depicts the simulation of coloured brainsegment.jpg image(obtained from MRI) into grey scale image by using MATLAB Tool.
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And for edge detection, periodic boundary program is used. In this program we use extended matrix and then fill it with the values.

4.6: Experimental Results:

Jpg image is simulated over MATLAB which convert the colored image into gray scale image. Following are the input image as well as its gray scale image:

The result of Cellular Automata provides continuous edges with clarity, detecting left vertical line clearly. In order to get more clarity while taking lesser time, this method of edge detection using cellular automata takes less time in comparison with other methods.

V. CONCLUSION

Using different rule of 2D cellular automata (Moore neighborhood), different outputs are obtained. Some outputs are very accurate and clear while some provide blurred and vague outputs. Rules to detect brain tumor by applying edge detection with CA requires few steps, which are very important because our final output depends on them. We have chosen the best method and applied edge detection to gain the favourable result. In this method there is total dependency between neighbourhood pixels, that’s the reason of efficiency this algorithm as we are using 2D cellular automata. The final images obtained were clear and efficient.
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